Student Withdrawal Survey

AAPoly Student Services

We would like to know why students have chosen not to continue their studies at AAPoly and what we can do to improve. Your thoughtful responses on this survey are very important and very much appreciated.

1. Why have you chosen not to continue your studies at AAPoly? (Check all that apply)
   - Economic /Financial Issues (lack of financial support, increase in living costs)
   - Social Issue (lack of social support, welfare support, homesick, peer influence, personal issues and social adjustment)
   - Psychological Issues (lack of motivation, program future opportunities, peer influence, limited career opportunities)
   - Academic Issues (academic difficulties, teaching and delivery styles, teaching staff, teaching materials, assessments, marking, intervention programs)
   - Visa Issue (transfer to another visa, cancellation of visa, etc.)
   - Health Issues
   - Relocating (moving away to another location, state or country)
   - Change Career Goal (studying a different course, work in different industry)
   - Other (please specify)

2. How satisfied were you with the course that you were studying?
   - Very satisfied
   - Somewhat satisfied
   - Not so satisfied
   - If you are not satisfied, can you tell us why?

3. How satisfied were you with the Academic Staff?
   - Very satisfied
   - Somewhat satisfied
   - Not so satisfied
   - If you are not satisfied, can you tell us why?
4. How Satisfied were you with the assessment tasks (number, difficulty, and marking)?

- Very satisfied
- Somewhat satisfied
- Not so satisfied

If you are not satisfied, can you tell us why?

5. How satisfied were you with the student services at AAPoly?

- Very satisfied
- Somewhat satisfied
- Not so satisfied

If you are not satisfied, can you tell us why?

6. What are you planning to do when you leave AAPoly?

- Transfer to another institute
- Transfer to another location
- Transfer to another state
- Transfer to another country
- Return back home
- Searching for work
- Other (please specify)

7. How can we help you to continue studying at AAPoly?

8. Looking back at your study at AAPoly, What is the one (1) thing that you would take away from your experience?

9. How likely is it that you would recommend AAPoly to a friend or family member?

Not at all likely
- 0
- 1
- 2
- 3
- 4
- 5
- 6
- 7
- 8
- 9
- 10

Extremely likely

Thank you very much for completing this survey. Your feedback is much appreciated and will be used to improve our services.